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ABSTRACT.  The classical study of a flow near a fixed point is general-

ized by composing, at each point in the manifold, the flow derivative with a

parallel translation back along the flow.   Circumstances under which these com-

positions form a one-parameter group are studied.   From the point of view of the

linear frame bundle, the condition is that the canonical lift commute with its

horizontal part (with respect to some metric connection).  The connection form

applied to the lift coincides with the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter

group.   Analysis of this matrix provides dynamical information about the flow.

For example, if such flows are equicontinuous, they have uniformly bounded

derivatives and therefore the enveloping semigroup is a Lie transformation group.

Subclasses of ergodic, minimal, and weakly mixing flows with integral invariants

are determined according to the eigenvalues of the matrices.   Such examples as

Lie algebra flows, infinitesimal affine transformations, and the geodesic flows

on manifolds of constant negative curvature are examined.

0. Introduction.   This work grew out of an attempt to generalize the classical

consideration of a vector field on a manifold through analysis of the flow deriva-

tives.  Classically, if Í X | / real! is the flow of X with fixed point p, then

{dXt(p)\t teal] forms a one-parameter group of transformations of T (M).  The

properties of the flow are determined near p by the infinitesimal generator of this

group.

If one drops the assumption that p is a fixed point, the problem of identifying

TÂM) with Tx ip\(fA) arises.  One possibility is to provide M with a Riemannian

structure and to identify Tx (P\(M) and TÂM) via parallel translation along the

flow. Unfortunately, the resulting set of transformations of TÄM) need not form

a group.   Conditions under which these transformations form a group are investi-

gated.

The entire situation becomes clearer from the point of view of the linear

frame bundle, L(M).  If X is the natural lift of X to L(M) and <u is a metric
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connection form on L(M), then the various notions studied are related to the map

u —* û)(X(u)): L(M) —* gl(n).   For instance, the set of transformations forms a
*\>

one-parameter group if and only if this map is constant on orbits of X.   It seems
*\*

natural to investigate the situation when the map u —» (o(X(u)) is of constant

canonical form.  This paper is devoted to the class of complete vector fields

determined by these two properties.   If co is the connection form, such vector

fields will be called co-linear.

If X is co-linear, the linear frame bundle can be reduced to a bundle on which

the map u —» co(x(u)) is a constant function.  This reduction induces a splitting

of the tangent bundles into three subbundles, an expanding, a contracting, and a

third field, which separate vectors according to their behavior under the flow

\dXt 11 real!.  Much of the dynamics of the flow [Xt 11 reall is shown to depend

upon the nature of this splitting.

Among the results obtained are the following.  If X is co-linear and equicon-

tinuous on a compact manifold, the derivative flow is uniformly bounded.   This

fact implies that the enveloping semigroup is a Lie group and acts as a Lie trans-

formation group on the manifold.  It is shown that the ergodic and weak mixing

properties of some geodesic flows follow from this approach.  The minimality of

certain nilflows can also be shown by use of co-linear vector fields.

In §1 we set up the notation and review some facts to be used.

In §2 we investigate the conditions under which the set of transformations,

HX   • X : T (M) —* T (M), forms a group.  We then define co-linearity and develop

the induced reduction of the frame bundles and the induced splitting of the tan-

gent bundle.   It should be noted that the splitting does not require this reduction

of L(M), but is facilitated by it.

In §3, co-linearity is combined with various other hypotheses to get results

involving the notions of asymptoticity, regional proximality, equicontinuity,

ergodicity, minimality, and weak mixing.

In §4 these results are applied to such examples as systems of differential

equations on R", Lie algebra flows on Lie groups, the three dimensional nil-

flow, and the geodesic flows.

Finally, I would like to thank Professor R. Ellis for many stimulating con-

versations concerning this work.

1.  Notation and preliminaries.   I will use [3l as a general reference for the

dynamics and fe] for the bundle theory and geometry.   L(M), 0(M), T(M) and

UT(M) will denote the bundles of linear frames, orthonormal frames, tangent

vectors, and unit tangent vectors respectively, and IIL, II0, II ̂  and üyj. will

denote the corresponding projections to M.   T(M) will be viewed as the bundle
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associated with L(M) with standard fibre R*.   Thus atypical element of 7t/M)

will be written u • ¿¡, ; where "•" is formal matrix multiplication, u £ L(Al) is

viewed as a 1 x 22 matrix of tangent vectors, and £ £ R" is viewed as the 22 x 1

matrix of real coefficients.   The identity (a • g) • (g      • £)= u • Ç for all g in

Gl(n) is clear.

We will assume throughout that M is an «-dimensional connected C°° Rie-

mannian manifold, that all maps are differentiable of class C°°,  and that all con-

nections are metric connections unless specified otherwise.   Connections will be

specified by their connection form.   We will use %(U) for the set of differentiable

vector fields on  U, ¡XM) for the complete vector fields on M, and (M, X) for the

transformation group generated by X £Ö(M).   The distance function will be de-

noted by 8( , ), the norm in T(M) by ||  ||, and the norm of a map by |||  |||.   If y

is a curve in M, the tangent vector at yis) will be denoted (dy(t)/dt)        or yis).

The space derivative will be denoted by d.

A curve y is an integral curve of X e*X(U) if and only if X(y(t)) = yit) for

each t in the domain of y. In this case, if y(0) = x, we use the notation y(t) =

X/x).

The group of nonsingular real n x n matrices, Git«), has Lie algebra gl(n),

the algebra of all real n x « matrices.  We will view T (GKn)) as the set {B  I B" 8 8'

egKn)\ when viewing gl(n) as a set of real matrices and as lß(g) | B e glin)\

when viewing git») as the left invariant vector fields.   The relationship between

the two interpretations is given by

B(g) = (¿/¿/Xg.eB')í=0 = (gB)g.

For X £ S((Jví), a lift oí X to L(M) is a vector field X £ *X(L(M))  such that

R „X = X and d\A,(u) . X(u) = X(II, (u)) for each u £ L(M).   Any lift X of X in-

duces an associated lift X e%(T(M)) given by X (u • Ç) = X(a) « £•   Clearly

each X#: T AM) -» Tv , ,(M) is linear and X,(a) = (X,(a - e.),..., Xiu • e)).
I X r^t        A t\,XJ I I 1 Í 22

Throughout X £ OU-CAO) will denote the natural lift of X £ UM) given by

xpl..., vp - (¿x/x). y^, . • •, ¿xtw. yp.

Clearly the horizontal part, HX, of X is also a lift of X, and the vertical part,

VX, is a lift of the zero vector field. The associated lift HX is horizontal and

the flow maps HX( effect parallel translation along X^

A normal sphere, N     at x in a manifold with a connection, a, is a sphere

about x in which any two points are joined by a unique geodesic in N    whose

arc length measures distance.

2. cy-linearity.

Basic Lemma.  Let X e U(M) and let 0 be a metric connection such that
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(úX(u) = A for some u e L(M),  then VX satisfies VX (a • Q = u • e   ' • £ when-

ever the expression is defined.   If \X, HX] = 0,  iAen

iix>.oii-ii«.^'-a.
Proof.   Let y: R —► L(M) be given by y(t) = 2/ • «At, then y(i) =

(¿/<fe)(*i -eAs2s=t = A*(a • e*').   By definition, VX(u) = A*(u) and Vx\u • **') =

dReAt{u) . VXiu) =dR At(u) . A*U) = A*U . ie*').   We have yit) = VX(yO)) for

all t so that y(t) = VX^U) = 1/ . eAt.   Thus

vx/«.í:)=v^(¿2).í:=«.eAí.í:,

completing the proof of the first statement.

Since VX = - HX + X, if [X, HX] = 0 then VXt = HX_t • X, and HX_t.

X^u • ¿) = u . e  t ' £.   Since co is a metric connection,

|||HX_J = 1    and    \\XXu . £)\\ = H«*., ■ *> ■ Oil - II" ■ **' ' ¿II
for each u e L(M), Ç e R", and t e R.

2.0. Lemma.   Leí Y eö(L(M)) ¿e ar2y H/í of X e CXm) «w¿ /e/ co fee a con-

nec/20« 022 L(M),  then [Y, VX] - 0 2/ a«¿ or2/y 2/ coX(Y{u)) = coXU), /or a//

u e L(M) and t e R.

Proof.   Since Y is a lifted vector field, dYAu) • A*(«) . A*(Y/rA) fot each

A €gl(n).   We have [Y, VX] - 0 if and only if VX(Y{U)) *= ¿Y/a) • VX(a) fot

allj eR and u e L(M\   Since ¿Y/a) . VX\u) = dY((u) - (coX(u))*(u) = ^

(coX(«))*(Yi(2/)), [Y, VX] = 0 if and only if <oX(Y/«)) = coVXÍY/k)) = coX(a).

2.1. Proposition.   Let o be a linear connection.   The following statements

are pairwise equivalent.

(1) The vector field {X, HX] = 0.

(2) The vector field [X, HX] = 0.

(3) The function <ûX; L(M) —* gKn)  is constant on orbits of X.

(4) The function cúX'is constant on orbits of HX.

(5) For each t e R, the function (X{*): %(M) —» %(M) commutes with the

function Vx: %(M) -* %(M).

The equivalence of (1) and (2) is immediate from the definition of X.

Since 0 m [X. X] . [X^HX] + [X, VX], we have [X, HX] = 0 if and only if

[X, VX] = 0.   Setting Y = X in 2.0, we see that (1) is equivalent to Q). Also since

[X, VX] = [HX. VX] + [HX, HX], [X, HX] = 0 if and only if [HX, VX] =0. Setting

Y = HX in 2.0, we see that (1) is equivalent to (4).

The equivalence of (2) and (5) follows immediately from the characterization
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(V   y)(x) = lim I [HX MX (x))) - rj

and the fact that [X. HX\ = 0 if and only if X^ . HXt « HX( • Xs for all t and s

in R.

2.2. Definition.   A vector field X in C(M) will be called to-linear if there is

a metric connection <u such that the function coX: L(M) —♦ g/(«) is constant on

orbits of X and of constant canonical form on all of L(M).

2.3. Theorem.   Let X be a-linear.   For each un e L(M), R(M) = {u e L(tA) \

(ùXiu) = &)X(a0)| is a reduction of LÍM) with group cU>X(a0)) = {g £ GKn)\

gtuMa^g-1 = <uX(aQ)i.

Proof.   Let cûX(uq) m-A,   For each a £ R(M), it • g £ MM) if and only if g £

ö(/4),  since <uX(ag) = g~ lcoX(u)g = g" Mg.   Thus each fibre intersects R(M) in

exactly one orbit of &.A).    It remains to be shown that there are local cross sec-

tions of L(Af) which map into R(M).

Let /: Gl(n) —* gl(n) be the map /(g) = gAg~x.   For each g £ Gl(n), we ex-

press T (Gl(n)) as [B(g)|B £g/(«)l; then

df(g) . B(g) = (d/dttf(g -eBt))ta0 = (d/dt)(g .eB'.A. e'Bt • g"l)tm0

^(d/dt)(g-eBt.A)l=0.(e-Bt.g-1)t=0

+ (g'eBt.A)t=0.(d/dt)(e-Bt.g)ts0

= gBAg-1 - gABg-1 = g(BA - AB)g~1.

Clearly df(g) • B(g) =0 if and only if [B. A] m BA - AB =0 and dim(kerU/(g))) =
dim(ker[., A]).   Thus a7/ is of constant rank k, and by the rank theorem on mani-

folds there are coordinate patches (W, <£,) about / in gl{n)  and (V, i/f) about A in

gl(ri) such that

</r •/• ¿"'(xj, ...,x ,)«(*., •••,*., 0,...)
n K

on all of 0(W).

^  Let x £ M and let a: U —» L(m) be a local cross section about x such that

<uX(o(x)) - A.   For each y £ U, denote <p-1 . t/> . oX ■ a(y) by g    and define a

local cross section p about x by p(y)= o(y). g .  since / • <£-' • i>| is

the identity,  gyAgy l = f(gy) = /(</>"1 . if, . coX • o(y)) = <üXo(y) so that

A = g^oXMyttgy = o>X(a(y)gy) = «xXpty)).

Thus p is a cross section about x into R(M) and the result follows.

2.4. Corollary.  If X is co-linear and if \X((îlL(uQ))\t real! = M for some

aQ £ L(M), S(M) = {a £ 0(M) \ a>X(u) = <uX(a0)i is a reduction of 0(M) with group

C((oX(u0)) O 0(n).
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Proof.  We show that each fibre meets S(m) in exactly one ((_(A) O 0(n))-

orbit and that there exist local cross sections into S(M).   Let coXva.) = A and

suppose there is x e M such that II g   (x) O s(M) » 0, then choose a compact

neighborhood U of x and a sequence \t \t°* of real numbers such that X   (y) —»
72   Í Iff

x as n —» + oo with X. (y) € U fot each n.   The sequence la ! with a   =
~ '72   ' ^ 72 72

^■^i (aQ) in the compact set IIq   (t/) has a convergent subsequence an.—» a €

UT  (x).   But then coX(a) = lim coX(a   ) = A.   This is a contradiction and thus each
U 72 f

fibre meets S(M).   The rest of the proof is exactly the same as the proof of the

theorem.

The corollary provides a means of reducing the group of the bundle to a finite

group if the matrix A is sufficiently nontrivial.  If, for instance, M is simply

connected and such a vector field X exists on M, the group is reduced to the

identity.  We know, therefore, that no point-transitive vector field of this type can

exist on an odd-dimensional sphere.

Let A e gl(n) and let J(x) be the minimal polynomial of A.  Let J (x),

J~(x), and J  (x) be polynomial factors of j(x) corresponding to the eigenvalues

with positive, negative, and zero real parts respectively and let   J   (x) be the

product of all unique factors in ÍP (x).   Finally, let V , V", V    and V   be the

null spaces of the respective polynomials.   Thus R" =• V   © V" © V    and V   <

Vo.  We note that each V( ' is C(A)-invariant since for £ e V( * and g e C(A),

¡J* 'OOgC - gS* \AX - g • 0 - 0.  Thus gC e V( > and gV( > - V( \

Let X be co-linear with coX(a0) = A and let R(M) be the corresponding re-

duction of L(M).  Define distributions T*. T~, T° and T1 on M by T( Hx) = a •

V( } =■ [a • C\C e V( }l for some a eW£(x).  If v € II" Hx) also, then v - ag for

some g in ¿(A) and v • V( ) - ag • l^ } =« a • gV( } - a • V( } since V( } is C(A>

invariant.  Thus T( ' is well defined.

2.5.   Theorem.   Let X be cj-linear.

(1) For each x in M, TX(<M)- T+(x) © T"(x) © T°(x).

(2) T+ is expanding in the sense that, for each u • C in T (x), \\XXu • £)||

—»+00 as t —*+ » and |||X | ||| —» 0 uniformly on M as t—* — ».

(3) T~ is contracting in the sense that, for u - C in T'(x), \\XXu • £)|| —»

+ » as t —♦ - oe aníí |||Xt|   _     ||| —• 0  uniformly on M as t—* + »*.

(4) lllXilTif Jll is uniformly bounded for all t eR and x e M.

Proof.  The first statement follows immediately from the fact that R" » V

© V- © Vo.

Let a • C e T*(M) with a e 0(M); then ||a • £\\ - (»ri C2)1/2 - IICII and

||Xf(a - 01 = HVX/a . 0! = UeAt ■ ¿II = II« • ̂ '¿11 = II^H-   Let A be in ra-
tional canonical form
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where A+= A|   +, A_ = A\   _ and AQ = A|   ..   Let K be a complex matrix such

that K~  A+K is in Jordan form

then eK~lA+Kt = K~leA+tK has the form

1 I •••! VSjT

* '

'If.   t Vs !X

Since Re (Ai) , • • • , Re (A ) are all positive numbers, the modulus of each entry

of K~  e      K tends exponentially to zero as t —> — <*> and tends to + «• as / —•
A+t

+ o«.  Therefore each entry of the real matrix e

tends to + « as t —* + o*.  Thus |||e'l+/||| -» O as i

tends to zero as t —» - » and

-«and ||/+/<r||

as / -♦ + o« for each £ £ V*.   Thus \\Xt(u • Ç)\ - W***' • £11 -* + ■"• as t

for each C * v\  Since ||Xt(« . OH/11« ■ ¿II - B^'CI|/||C||.

+ o«

+ o«
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AtII*,! _   111 = 111«'
1 T   (x) V

= lll/+'lll-o

independent of x € Al as t —*+ o».  This completes the proof of (2).   The proof

of (3) is exactly analogous.

Finally, the map A. =■ A\   .  has canonical form

and

e*l<J

//   cosífcjí) 1/ij sin<6ji)\

'y-l/fcj sin(tji)     cositj/)/

(cos bqt   1/fc sin (fcy )   K

-Ubq        sin (bqt)   cos (bqt)/

Each entry is uniformly bounded above by the number sup. . i#i    i|6.|, |l/i>.|, lj.

Thus I eA I'I  is uniformly bounded for all ten.  Since \\Xt(u ' 0\\/\\u • C\\"

ll^'£ll/ll£||. HI^ITi(x)ll is equal to |||CAlí||| for every xe M and therefore

|||Xt|   .      HI is uniformly bounded for all t in R and x e M.

3.   Dynamical results.   Before proceeding with the dynamical results, we re-

view the definitions of the notions involved.

3.1.   Definitions.   Let (M, X) be a transformation group and let x, y be points

of M.
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(1) The point x is asymptotic to y if to each f > 0 there corresponds an

N > 0 such that 8(X (x), X{(y)) < t for all t > N (positively asymptotic) or

8(X((x), Xt(y)) < ( for all t < - N (negatively asymptotic).

(2) The point x is proximal to y if to each £ > 0 there corresponds a t in

R such that 8(Xt(x), X/y))< f.

(3) The point x is regionally proximal to y if, to each e > 0 and each pair

of neighborhoods U of x and V of y, there correspond points a in U, b in V

and ( in R such that d(X((a), Xib)) < (.  The set of regionally proximal pairs

will be denoted by Q(M, X).  The smallest closed X-invariant equivalence rela-

tion containing Q(M, X) is called the equicontinuous structure relation and is de-

noted S(M, X).

(4) (M, X) is distal if the only pairs of proximal points are those on the di-

agonal A ■ |(x, x)|x £ Ali.

(5) An extensive set of real numbers is a bisequence fini^M such that

lim    j.   t   « + «• and lim„   .,_*=- °*.
n-*+oo  n n— +00   22

(6) A point x is recurrent if there is an extensive set {tn\ such that

litan-.^Xtn{x)'x and Kh-JJ*)^-

(7) (Al, X) is equicontinuous if to each e > 0 there is an 7/ > 0 such that

S(Xt(x), Xt(y)) < e for all í in R and all x, y in Al such that S(x, y) < r¡.

(8) (Al, X) is topologically ergodic if there are no proper X-invariant subsets

d *> d° of Ai.  (This is clearly equivalent to the definition given in [7].)

(9) (Al, X) is topologically weakly mixing if the diagonal flow (Al x Al, X) is

ergodic.

(10) (M, X) is minimal if there are no proper closed X-invariant subsets of Al.

(11) The enveloping semigroup of (Al. X), denoted E(M, X), is the closure of

the flow }Xi 11 real} in Al     with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence.

The semigroup operation is composition of functions.

(12) Let X be «-linear with «X(a„)= A and let a-. U-» U^Hu) be a local

cross section into the corresponding reduced bundle of frames, R(M).   We will

call Y in %(U) a special zero vector field on U if there is a block in A of the

form

'0    1    ov

vO 0/
whose first row is coincident with row k of A, and Y(y) = oiy) . e.  for all y in

U. The definition says that ek is a zero eigenvector of A with multiplicity or

that ek £ ker A f~> Im A.

The corresponding vector fields for the pure imaginary case will be called

special imaginary vector fields.   That is Y in %(U) will be called special imag-

inary on U if there is a block in A of the form
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fco n °\
G o c o

\.     to/
whose first row is coincident with row k of A and Y(y) » ofy) • e,  for all y in U.

(13) A vector field Y in 3C((/) will be called a T -vector field, T~-vector

field otT^-vector field it Y(y) eT\y), Y(y) eT~(y) or Y(y) eT°(y) (y eU)

respectively.

(14) A map /: (M, X) -» (N, Y) is called a homomorphism if /(X^x)) . Y, (/(*))

for each x in M and t in R.

3.2.   Lemma.   // Y is special zero or special imaginary, then (x, Y (x)) e

Q(M, X) for all x eM and s eR such that Y (x) is defined.

Proof.  If Y e %(U) is a special zero vector field, define Y" e %(U) by Ya(y)

= o(yXefe + flefe+1).   Let B = supy et].isl ... n\\\Ay) • e;||| and let x e M and seR

be chosen such that Ys(x) is defined.  Given f > 0 and an open set V containing

Ys(x), pick a between zero and e/Bs such that Y"(x) e V.   This is possible •

since Ya -* Y° =» Y as a -» 0.  We have

$tY*(yn-tiXt«y).(eh + aeh+lM

= \\Ay)-eA'(ek + aek+l)\\

= \\Ay) • ((1 + at)ek + <*<?fc+1)||

/l   t--tq/q\ \

Thus ||X_1/a(Ya(y))|| - \\Ay) • aejfe+1|| m a\\Ay) • efe+1|| < aB.   The curve r _►

X_l/a(Y^(x)) runs from X_1/fl(x) at r - 0 to X_1/fl(Y^(x)) at r - s with length
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IS \\d/dr(X_1/a(Y-(x)))\\dr= ft ||X_1/a(Y«(Y?(x)))|| dr

/;
aB dr = aBs < e.

This implies o(X_l . (x), X_1.(Yc^(x))) <e   So, given e> 0 and neighborhoods

V of Ys(x) and W of x there are points Y"(x) in V, x in W and - 1/a in R

suchthat 8(X_l/a(x),X_l/a(Yas(x)))<(.  Thus (x, Ys(x)) eQ(M, X).

If Y is special imaginary, define Ya in %(U) by Ya(y) » o(y) • (e, + ae,   ,)

for all y in U.  Let x £ Al and s £ R such that Y (x) is defined.  Given í > 0

and V containing Ys(x), pick an integer 222 such that a = b /jrm is between 0

and e/Bs and such that Y*(x) e V.   We have

ll*/Y«(y))||=My).e^e, + «efe+3)||

= \\oiy) . [(cos Ml - at/2b2) + a¡2bl sin bt)ek

+ ((at/2b - b) sin Mefe+1

+ (a/b sin bt)ek+2 + (a cos ¿/)efc+3]||

since

exp
c:)
0 -)i

' cos bt 1/& sin bt             t/2b sin ¿r l/263(sin bt - ¿21 cos &r)x

'-è sin ¿>í cos ¿r 1/26(sin bt + bt eos bt)               f/2è(sin fci)

0 0                       cos bt                            l/b sin £>/

0 0                    - b sin bt                           eos fcí

Thus l|X2rrm/è,(Ya(y))|| =■ IKy) • «efc+3ll =• a\\oiy) • eA+}|| < aB.   As above we have

^2nm/b(x), X2nm/b(Y°s(x)))<fS0 \\X2„m/b(Y°(Y?(x)))\\dr

-siaB dr = aBs < e

and thus (x, Ys(x)) £ Q<M. X).

In proving 3.2 we established the following corollary which will be useful

later.
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3.3. Corollary.   Let Y €%(U) be a special zero vector field and let seR

and x eM such that Y Ax) is defined.   There exist nearby vector fields, \Y* €%(U)\

0<a< 11, such that lim^0 Y«(x)« Ys(x) and lim^ S(X.1/bW, X_1/(J(Y«(x)))

3.4. Lemma.  7/ Y e ÍX((/) 2« a T+-vec/or /¿eW, then x and Y (x) are fiega-

tively asymptotic whenever defined.   If Y is T~, x and Yg(x) are positively

asymptotic.

Proof.  The distance 8(X(x), X(Ys(x))) is less than or equal to the arc

length J* \\d/dr(XAYfb)))\\dr = J* flX, . Y(Y(x))\\dr of the curve r -»XÁYÍx)\
If Y is T+, || Xt • Y(Yr(x))|| -♦ 0 as t — - ~.  Thus 8(X(x), XXY(x))) -» 0 as

t -»- o..   If Y is T-, || Xt • Y(Yr(x))|| -* 0 as / -*+ o».  Thus S(Xf(x), XXYJix)))

—* 0 as t —» + o«.

3.5. Theorem.   Le/ M te compact and let uQ e L(M).   If X is o-linear and

coX(aQ) » A,  the following are equivalent.

(1) The matrix A is diagonalizable over the complex numbers with only zero

and pure imaginary eigenvalues.

(2) (M, X) has uniformly bounded derivatives.

(3) (M, X) is equicontinuous.

Proof o   If A «« A. is complex diagonalizable, then the minimal polynomial

consists of unique irreducible factors.  Thus V   = Rn and T (x) ■ Tx(M) tot all

x in AI.   By (3) of Theorem 2.5, |||X.I  i    III - HlxJ < B tot all t in R and x in
1T (x) '

AI, so (1) implies (2).

For each x in Al, let N(x, r ) be a normal sphere of radius r% about x and

let S    be a sphere of radius r /2 about x.   Since Al is compact, there is a finite

cover \S   \i = 1, •.-, m] of M.  Let R = inf. .       _ r   /2.  Given e> 0 choose
Xj1 ZXI,'— ,771     X|_

■q the smaller of t/B and R, then if ¿>(x, y) < 7j and x £ Sx., x and y are in

N(x., r .).   Let y be the unique geodesic in i\(x;, r   ) with y(0)= x and y(s) =

y, then

8(Xt(x), XXy)) < jl \\d/dr(Xt(y(r)))\\ dr = JJ |Xt(J,(r))|| ¿r < J¡ B||y(r)|| *

< B8(x, y) < Bq = £.

Thus (2) implies (3).

If A has eigenvalues with nonzero real parts, T    or T" must be nontrivial.

Thus there is a pair of asymptotic points.  Asymptotic points are regionally proxi-

mal and thus (M, X) is not equicontinuous by a similar argument to that found in

[3, p. 25].
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If A has only zero or pure imaginary eigenvalues, but A is not complex

diagonalizable, from 3.2 we see that there are regionally proximal points.  Again

(Al, X) is not equicontinuous.  Thus (3) implies (1) and the result is established.

We note that the only use of compactness was in establishing the existence

of a number R such that if 8(x, y) < R, then there is a geodesic (minimizing)

connecting x and y whose arc length is 8(x, y).  If Al is noncompact and has

this property, the theorem holds on Al.  The manifold R" is an example.

With this characterization of equicontinuity it is possible to prove that the

enveloping semigroup acts as a Lie transformation group on Al.

3.6.  Theorem.  // X is co-linear on a compact manifold Al such that (M, X)

is equicontinuous, then (Ai, E(A1, X)) is a Lie transformation group.

Proof.  It is shown in [3, pp. 25, 26], that £(Ai, X) forms a compact topolog-

ical transformation group of homeomorphisms of M   whenever (M, X) is equicon-

tinuous.  It is shown in LlO, Chapter 5] that such a transformation group forms a

Lie transformation group if each transformation is a differentiate map.

Let / £ FÍA!, X) and let x £ Al.   Choose compact coordinate charts ((/, <f>)

and (V,^) at x and f(x) respectively such that f(U)C_ V, and choose e to be

any small positive number such that Vj » jx £ V|8(x, V') > fi is a nonempty open

set containing f(x).

Let {Xt 1^,1 be a sequence such that X    —* f and X   (x) £ Vj for each k.

Since {Xt\t reall is equicontinuous there is an 17 > 0 such that 8(X (x), X Ay))

<e whenever 8(x, y) < n.  Thus, if y £ S(x, 17) = {z £ M\8(z, x) < rj), then X   (y)

£ S(X   (x), f) Ç V.  Choose an interval [- a, a] » / such that I" Ç <f>(S(x, »7)), then

if/ • X      . <f>~    maps I" into i/Hv) for each k.   Since T(U) is a metric space,

since 1 Xt i^j is an equicontinuous sequence and since [X   (a • £)|A ■ 1, ••• ,••}

is precompact for each a • £ £ T(M), it follows by the Ascoli theorem that there

is a subsequence fX<fc 1 and a continuous function g: T(U) —♦ T(V) such that

Xi/t  —»g  uniformly on <f>~ (/").

Define S : 1 —» ip(V) by S (r) = ifr o Xt    ° <f>~ x(v + re.), where v is some fixed

vector in /".   Then S\(r) = d(S¡(r))/dr -  (d/dr)(xji o Jft     o cp'Hv + re.))  •

diff ° Xtfc   o d<f>~ (d/dx.(v + re.))   and   S't converges  uniformly  to dtfr ° g o

dq>~ (d/dx .(f + re.)).  Since Sip) also converges to ft°f°<f>~ (v),

lim d/dASfr))^ = d/dr(lim S {A

or

dtp ogJ<f,-l(d/dx.(v)) = d/dAift 0/ °<p-1(t2 + re.))rs0   = dbfi °f °<f>~l)/dxtiv).

Thus the partial derivatives of iff ° f ° <f> exist and are continuous since g is con-

tinuous.   The result now follows.
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3.7.   Lemma.   Let X be at-linear and let a: U —* R(M) be a cross section

about x e M.   For each £ e R", we define YS e %(U) by Y%/)= Ay) • £ for

y eU.   The map /: R" - V+ © V" © Vo -»-» M given by

f(£+,£-,Ó=Y¡+oY¡~ oY?(x)

is a dijfeamorphism of a neighborhood of the origin onto a neighborhood of x.

3.8. Lemma. Let X be oj-linear and let C be a closed X-invariant subset of

M. If x is a recurrent point in C' and Y e %(U) is a T* or T~ vector field, then

Y (x) e C' whenever defined.

Proof.   Let  Y be T    and let \tn\ be an extensive set suchthat lim    _M X( (x)

= x.   By 3.4, lin>       M 8(X, (x), X, (Y (*))) - 0 so that lira X, (Y (x)) = lim X,"(x)
I        . "-» — a» tn ln     s t„     s t„

= x eC .   Since C   is an open X-invariant set, Xtf¡ (Ys(x)) e C   fot some n0 and

thus Ys(x) e C'.

In the next theorem we consider conditions under which a flow is ergodic.

The corollary that follows generalizes the hypothesis so as to apply to the geodesic

flow on a compact manifold of constant negative curvature.  This example is ex-

amined in the last section.

3.9. Theorem.   Lef X be oi-linear such that  T (x) is generated by X(x) for

each x in M.   If (M, X) is recurrent on a dense set of points,  (Al, X) is ergodic.

Suppose, to the contrary, that there is a proper X-invariant subset C = C"" of

Al.   Choose p on the boundary of C.   By 3.7, points of the form Y* ° Yf ° Y®(p)

cover a neighborhood U of p where Y , Y" and Y° are T ,  1     and T   respec-

tively.  Since T^ is one dimensional the X orbits are maximal integral manifolds'

of T° and thus Y°Ap) is in C fot each T° vector field, Y°.

Suppose there is a point y = YJ ° Yj(p) £ C'.   Since p and Y°Ap) ate on the

boundary of C°, y = Yj(Y°(p)) e C' is on the boundary of Y~(C°) and thus

Y7(C°) C\C' is a nonempty open set from which we can pick a recurrent point z.

Since Y~ Az) e C°, this contradicts 3.8.  Thus there are no points of the form YJ"

o Y°(p) in C.

Let y == Y*o Yj °,Y^(p) be a recurrent point in C'. Since Y~¡ ° y°(p) eC,

this also contradicts 3.8.   Thus, no such set C exists and (Al, X) is ergodic.

3.10. Corollary. Let X be to-linear and let f: (Al, X) —» (Al, Z) be a homo-

morphism. If df(x) • (T°(x)) is generated by Z(f(x)) for each x in M and if (M;

X) is recurrent on a dense set, (N, Z) is ergodic.

Proof.  Suppose to the contrary that C = C° is a proper Z-invariant subset of
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N, then D» f~l(d) and D5 are T°-invariant subsets of Al.  Since (Al, X) is re-

current on a dense set of points, this constitutes a contradiction just as in the

proof of the theorem.

3.11. Corollary.   Let X be co-linear and let R be the set of recurrent points

of Al.   // U is an open X-invariant subset of R, then U is T    and T~  invariant.

There are similar results involving the stronger notion of minimality as shown

in the next theorem.   The proof is the same except for obvious modifications.

3.12. Theorem.   Let X be co-linear such that T°(x) is generated by X(x) for

each x in Al.   // (M, X) is recurrent at each point of Af, (Al, X) is minimal.

Under suitable conditions on Al if (M, X) is equicontinuous, then orbit clo-

sures are minimal (see [3]).  Thus, one might expect the orbit closures of a densely

recurrent flow to be minimal whenever T =» T    regardless of the dimension.  This

is indeed the case.

3.13. Lemma.  // x and y are asymptotic points and y is recurrent, then the

distance from the orbit of x to any point z is less than or equal to the distance

from the orbit of y to z.

Proof»  Given ( > 0, choose tj £ R suchthat 8(X   (y), z)< 8(Otbx(y), z) +

e/3.  Since X   (y) is recurrent, there is an extensive set isni such that, for each

n, 8(Xs (X   (y)), X   (y))< </3.  Since x and y are asymptotic, there is an «n

such that 8(XSno(Xt(x)), XSn(¡(Xti(y))) < e/3.  Thus

8(Xs   (Xt (x)), z) < 8(X     (Xt (x)), Xs   (X, (y)))
"o     X "0     l "0     *

+ 8(XS   (Xt (y)), Xt (y)) + 8(X{ (y), z)
nQ      1 1 1

< S(Orbx y, z) + t.

Since í was arbitrary, 8(Orbx x, z) < 8(Orbx (y), z).

3.14.  Theorem.   Let X be co-linear with T° » T1.   // (Al, X) is recurrent at

each point, then (Al, X) partitions into minimal sets.

Proof.  Suppose there is an orbit closure, Orb y U), that is not minimal; then

there are points x and y £ Orb^ U)  such that S(Orbx (y), x) = a > 0.  Let B be

a constant such that ||X.|   ,    || < B for all r £ R and p £ Al.   Pick z » zT such(T(p)  ~

that J= Y*o y- o y°(v) w¡tri ||y°(p)|| < a/2B for all p; then
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S(Xt(y), XiY°(y))) <fl ||X£(ya(y^)))||&

< pQ B\\ Y°(Y°(y))\\ ds = Ba/2B = a/2

for each r in R.  Thus otOrb^Y^Y)), x) > a/2.   By 3.12, ¿XOrbx(Y"o Y°Ay)), x)

> a/2 and 6XOrbx(Y* o y- o Y°Ay)), x) > a/2.   Since z - Y+ ° Y~ ° Y°(y) = zT,

Orbx(F) = Orbx(z) and thus S(Orbx(F), x) = ¿XOrbx(z), x) » 0.   This forms a

contradiction and the result follows.

The invariance property of T    and T~ vector fields discussed in 3.11 holds

equally well for the special zero vector fields.

3.15. Theorem.   Let X be to-linear and let C = C° be X-invariant.   If (Al, X)

is recurrent on a dense set of points and Y is a special zero vector field, then

C is Y-invariant.

Proof.  Suppose that Y is special zero and x eC but z = Y (x) eC*.  Let B =

\y e M\8(y, z) < 8(z, C)} and let {t ] be an extensive set such that X, (z) e B

for all »2.  By 3-3, there exist vector fields Y" neat Y such that

Um Ya  (z) = Y   Az) e C°   and    Um 8\X   , . (z), X   . . (Ya  (z))\ = 0.
a^0    "* c-0       ~1/a ~l/a    ~s

PickX > 0 such that, for 0< a < X, Ya_s(z) e C° and such that

SiX-l/a(z)' X-i/a{Ya-s{z))] < M{5(2' C)1-

Pick t   such that 0< - 1//   < X, then Six, (z), X, (Y"1/<n(2))| < A\8(x, C)\.
n -1/2 " 1/í ft

Then X, {Y~     "(z)\ e C'. This is contradictory since Y~     "(z) e C .
l„      -s -s

3.16.  Theorem.   Let X be co-linear with M compact and let A.."Ak be

a basis for the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group H.   If (H, M, X) is a bitrans-

formation group which factors to a minimal transformation group on M/H and if

AÏ ••• At are special zero vector fields, then (M, H) is minimal.

Proof.  In [3, p. 46], it is shown that ÍOrbx (hx)\h e H\ is a partition of Al

into minimal sets, that Hx = \h e H\hx e Orbx(x)f   is a closed Lie subgroup and

that it: M —» M/R is a continuous map onto a Hausdororff space (R is the orbit

closure relation).   Suppose (Al, X) is not minimal, then A1/R  is not a one point

space.  We choose disjoint nonempty open sets U and L/j in M/R.  The set C«

n~l(U)  is then a proper X-invariant subset C = C° of Al.   By 3.15, C is A^-in-

variant for i - 1, • • • » «.   Each h € H can be expressed as a product of finitely
A 't '

many factors of the form e   ' *.   Thus, C is invariant under H and H-invariant.

But then C = Al which contradicts the assumption.  The result follows.
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3.17.  Theorem.   Let X be co-linear and (M, X) be minimal on a compact

manifold, M.   If X is a special zero vector field, (M, X) is weakly mixing.

Proof.  In [7, p. 366], it is shown that a minimal flow on a compact space

is weakly mixing if and only if S(M, X) =* M x M.   Suppose there is an x £ Al and

/ € R such that (x, xt) 4 S.   Without loss of generality assume t > 0.  Let

r0 - inflr > 0|(x, xt) 4 S(M, X)\.  Clearly, tQ > 0, by 3.2.  Since X is special

zero in some neighborhood of xr0, there is an ( > 0 such that {x(iQ + t.),

x(tQ + r2)l £ Q(M, X) for - f < tv t2 < e, by 3.2.  Choose ij such that - e< tl < f

and f0 + ij > 0; then {x(tQ + fj), x(i„ + e/2)\ is in Q(M, X)<S(M, X), by transi-

tivity of S(M, X).  This is a contradiction and thus (x, xf) £ S(M, X), for all x £ M

and t e R.   If y £ Al and y = lim     .. xt , (x, y) =■ lim (x, xt) £ S(M, X).   Thus

S(A1, X) =- Al x Al.

If (M, X) is volume invariant, the minimality can be reduced to ergodicity.

3.18. Lemma.   Let (M, X) be ergodic on a compact manifold, Al.   // S(M, X)

» Al x Al and (M, X) is volume invariant,  (M, X) is weakly mixing.

Proof.  It is shown in [7, Theorems 2.5 and 3.3] that if (Al, X) is not weakly

mixing and there exists an invariant probability measure whose support is Al and

such that each closed invariant set has measure zero or one, then there is a

homomorphism of (M, X) onto a nontrivial equicontinuous transformation group.

In L3, Theorem 4.18], it is shown that if S(M, X) = Al x Al, there are no nontrivial

equicontinuous homomorphic images of (Al, X).   Therefore the existence of a mea-

sure as described implies (Al, X) is weakly mixing.   The volume on Al can be

normalized so that it is an invariant probability measure.  It is clearly supported

by Al.   If C is a closed invariant set with C   40  then the volume of C- is zero.

If d   4 0, since (Al, X) is ergodic, C = Al.   The result follows.

3.19. Theorem.   Let X be co-linear and let (M x Al, X) be recurrent on a

dense set.   If there exists a T    or 1     vector field Y £ OÍA!) and a point y € M

such that Orb y (y)» Al, then (M, X) is weakly mixing.

Proof.  Suppose that there is a proper X-invariant subset d = d    of AI x M.

Pick U and V open sets in Al and x and y in Al such that (x, y) £ U x V Ç C

and Orby (x) » Orby (y)= Al.    Pick real numbers r and s such that }Yr(x), Ys(y)}

£ C' and pick a recurrent point (p, q) from the nonempty open set 1 Yf(U) x Ys(V)i

DC'.   Let pl = Y_f(p) and qx m Y_s(q); then
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which tends to zero as / tends to — ».   Let if i be an extensive set such that
72

H*«—«" Xtn(p- f>- (P. ?>> then lim„^_o. Xt„{Pv Vl)~litan~-oo Xtn{P' «>"

(p, q) £ C'.   This is a contradiction and the result follows.

4.  Examples.  We begin this section with a computational lemma.

4.1. Lemma. Let U be an open set in M and let X e D(Al). If there are n

horizontal vector fields, Yj • • • Yn £ %(M) with Y Ax), • • •, Y (x) linearly inde-

pendent for each x, then [Y., X](x) ■ 1naX a¿(x) • Y ix) if and only if

(oX(Y.(x)-.. Y (x)) = (a.Xx)) for all x in M.
i n i) '

The proof is straightforward and will be omitted.

One can always find a connection with respect to which a given vector field is

co-linear.  Let Í Ua : a € 2IJ be a coordinate cover of Al such that X = d/dx.  on

each  Ua.   Identifying rr^l(Ua) with Ua x Gl(n) by (d/dx Ay) • • • d/dx (y)) • g =

(y. g), one defines toa on TWa x Gl(n)) by coiZ^ Ag) = dL _j(g) • A    for (Zx,

Ag) in Tx(Ua)x T (Gl(n)).  Thus each d/dx. is horizontal and coaX(x, /)=» 0,

since [d/dx{, d/dx A = 0.  Let \fa: a e 2IJ be a partition of unity subordinate to

lnll(uJ: a e^i and let co = le.fco. Thus, coX(a)= ̂ ,,/>VxW.O.

Since coX is constantly zero on all of L(a0, X is clearly co-linear.  This connec-

tion may not be metric.  Indeed, if it is metric, X is equicontinuous.

4.2. Lemma.   Let co be a flat connection on M and let \U : a e 2I| be a
a

cover of neighborhoods such that  rr~^ Wa) = Ua x Gl(n) and co(Zx, A ) ■■

dL     Ag) • A   ~ g'1 • A.   If coX(x, /) =» A for each x £ U    and each a £ 21,  then

X is co-linear.

Proof.  If X(x. g). (X(x), B ), then coX(x, g) = g~1B  on any Ua x Gl(n).

Since X(x, g)-g~1Ag, B-A- g and X(x, g)= (X(x), (Ag)g).  Let C^x, g)-

(X x, eg), then C   forms a one-parameter group of local transformations and

the velocity vector coincides with X at each point.  Thus, Xt(x, g) ■ (X^x), e  'g)

for small t and    X(X,(x, g)) « (X(X,(x)), (Ae^'g) ,, ). Clearly, coX(X,(x, g))=.

(e   g)~ A(e/l'g) = g~1Ag.  Thus X is constant on orbits of X and of constant

canonical form.

4.3. Example. Let X e Ö(R") be the vector field corresponding to the sys-

tem of affine differential equations dx/dt » Ax + b on R". // co is the usual con-

nection on R", then X is co-linear with the canonical form coX given by A.

Proof.  If L(R") is identified with R" x Gl(n) by the identification

(d/dxAy), •••, d/dxn(y))g *-»(y, g), then <"(Zx, Ag^"8~l ' A'   Tiie vector

field X is given by X(x) - Sj^CS? , AijXj + bfl/dxix).  We have
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F7'x]= [^7 ' S "^ ' ̂ 7]= Ê "^ L^ ̂7]+ S ¿, w 'wt

4m 9     v„    d

since dx/dt takes x to 2"  , A..xL.   Thus [d/dx., X] = 2? , A..d/dx. and

coX(x, 1) = A.   By 4.2, X is «-linear.

The following is an example of an «-linear vector field on R" that corre-

sponds to a nonaffine system of differential equations.  Thus, it is clear that «-

linear vector fields are not necessarily infinitesimal affine transformations.

4.4. Example.  Let X e ¡3(R2) correspond to the system dx^/dt » x|/3+ x.

and dx2Vdt-0; then X(x)= Uf/3 + x2)(d/dXl(x)).  Thus [a/dxv X]-0 and

[d/dx2, X](x)= (x\ + W/dxAjc)), so that

„,    .    /o  x^ + A
«X(x, /) = 2 .

\o      0 /

Since HXix, I) = (xfc1), I) = ((,(xx-¡}), D for some function /: R2 x R — R,

«X(//X/x,/))=(°    ̂ J1),

independent of t £ R and the canonical form of «X is constantly that of (? I).

Thus X is «-linear.

4.5. Example.   Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. A basis A,, • •., A,

of g provides a means of identifying L(G) with G x Gl(k) as usual.   If « is the

left invariant connection given by <¿(Zx, A ) ■ g~ A where (Z^, A ) £ T(G x G/U))>

and if X = Aj, then [A;., X] = 2?,, CJ^ and «X(x, /)=. (C^), where ÍCÜí, 7,

k = 1, • • • , k} ate the structure constants of G with respect to A,, • • • , A..

4.6. Example.   In [l, p. 53], the three dimensional nilmanifold, Al is real-

ized as G/H where

ÍOlz) (        and       ».       0    1    r (
Vo  0  i/WfJ (\o 0  i/Xiy>zintegeJ

Letting

}•x. and je, integers,*   real/
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G/H is the torus G/K fibred by circles K/H.  Let X be the vector field on

G/H induced from

/0    a   y\
expIO    0    ß )t

\0    0    0/

on G.   It is shown that (K/H, G/H, X) is a bitransformation group and that X   pro-

jects to the rotation flow ((a, b)/Z, t) —» (a + at, b + ßt)/Z on the torus.

Let Y2 and Y} be the vector fields on Al induced from

/0    0    l\ /0    0       0  \

expIO    0   Olí    and   expl 0    0-l/a)i

,0    0    0/ \0    0       Ö  /

respectively, then L(G/H)= G/H x G/(3) under the identification (X(x), Y2(x),

Yj(x)) • g *-*(x, g) and [Y2, X] = 0, [y}, X] = Y2.  If « is the connection given

by co(Zx, Ag)=g-1A for each (Z%, Ag) in T(gZH x G/(3)), then

/0    0   0\
«X"(x,/)=[0    0    1).

\0   0    0/

By 4.2, X is «-linear.

In [l] it is shown that X is distal but not equicontinuous and that X is mini-

mal if the corresponding torus flow is minimal.   The theory of «-linear vector

fields provides an alternate proof of each of these facts.

We first note that Y2 generates the tangent space of the fibre at each point

and that Y2 is a special zero vector field.  By 3.16, (Al, X) is minimal if the torus

flow is minimal.  Clearly (Al, X) is not equicontinuous since «(X) is not complex

diagonalizable.

4.7.  Example.  A curve y in a Riemannian manifold Al is a geodesic if and

only if there is a standard horizontal vector field B(cf) and a frame a such that

y(t) = 7rL(ß(f)t(a)) for each t.  If a • f £ T(Al), there is a unique geodesic, y, with

y(0) = 27L(a) and y(0) = a • f.  We note that rrL(B(^)f(u)) satisfies the conditions,

so that y(t) = nL(B(Ot(u)) is the unique geodesic determined by a • £.  The

geodesic flow Í X( | í reall is given by Xt(a • f) = y(t) where y is the unique

geodesic determined by a • ¿;.  Thus

Xt(a . a = d77L(B($t(u)) . B(&(B(Ot(u))

= B(tj)t(u) . f    for all Í £ R, a £ L(M) and £ £ R".

For ex eS"'1. the map d>ey O(Al)—> UT(Al) given by <f>ei(u)= u- ex is
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onto, since any unit vector Y is the first entry of some orthonormal frame a.   We

note that c6c  (a • e"j)= \ug e 0(Al)|gej = e^\.  Thus, if 0(k - l) is identified with

the isotropy subgroup of e,  in 0(n), we have 0(Al)/0(f2- l)= UT(M).   If g e

0(n - 1), dRg(u) • BUjXk) = B(gejXa) = B^Xa) for each a e 0(M): Thus

(0(n - 1), 0(M), B(ex)) forms a bitransformation group and the map cbg : (0(M), BeJ —*

(UT(M), X) is a transformation group epimorphism.

If E.. e g/fo) is the matrix

■XJ)
and Al is a compact manifold of constant curvature k, [8, p. 122],

\B(e2) + VÑEu» ß(«2) - Me*12>     '' B{en] - JWEu> E23' • * ' ' Cí.n'B(el)!

is a parallelization of O(Al).   It is shown in [8, p. 2l] that, if Al has constant

curvature k, [B(e¿), ß(e.)] = ¿E*..

If k > 0, straightforward calculation yields

[B(ei)±y/kE*.,B(el)] = ±y/k(B(ei)±y/kE*¡)    and    [E*. B^)] « 0

for 2 < i < /. Thus

j 0 -k

/ k   0

co(Bex(a, /)) = 0 -*

k   0 2» -2

where (a, /) is a pair in the trivialization of T(O(a0) generated by the given

parallelization.   The matrix is complex diagonalizable with zero and pure imag-

inary eigenvalues.  If Al is compact, O(Al) is compact and (O(Al), B(et)) is equi-

continuous.  Thus (UTM, X) is equicontinuous.

If k < 0, [B(e.) ±, yJ-k~E*u, B(ei)] = ±.yf~k~(B(ei) + V^TE?,).
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co(B(ei)(u, I)) =
-*

-yf-k
0

Clearly.'B(e.)+ yJ=lE*u is T+, B(e¿)- ypTE^ is T~ and d<f>e (a) • T°(a) is

generated by X, since T°(a) = (B23' •** » Et-l 72' ß^e\^-  lt ls wel1 known that

there is a volume element on UT(M) under which (UTM, X) is invariant (see [5]).

Thus, (UTM, X) is recurrent on a dense set by the Poincaré recurrence theorem

(see [l2, p. 10]).   If x is a recurrent point of ((/TAI, X) there is a recurrent point

of (0(A1), B(ej)) in «^(x) (see [9]).  Since <6      is a principal bundle map, each

element of cb~ j(x) is recurrent.  Thus (O(Al), ß(ej)) is densely recurrent and by

3.10, (UT(M), X) is ergodic.

Lemma. Ler o: M —* L(Af) be a global cross section of L(Al) and let dV be

the volume element defined by dV(Ax) • g) = det(g). // X is co-linear on M with

only zero eigenvalues, then X is volume invariant.

Proof.  Since any 22-tuple from T (Al) can be expressed as Ax) • g tot some

matrix g, dV is completely defined.   As in the proof of 4.2, XXAx) • g) =

AxXx)) • eAtg fot all / e R, x e Al and g egl(n).   Since eAt is triangular with

1 along the diagonal', det(eA')= 1.   Thus dV(Ax) • g) = det(g) = det(eAt) •

det(g) = det(eAtg) = dV(AX Xx))eMg) = dV(X (Ax) • g)\   Therefore dV is invari-

ant by X and the volume is invariant under X.

Consider the parallelization.{ß(e2) + \F~k~E^2, B(e¿), B(e2)- y/-kE*2,

BieJ +V^E*13, E*3, S(e3) - ,f*E*y ..., ß(e„) + v^E*n, E*2n, ß{e„) - v^XE*„, E*4,

• • •, E*   .   }. We find that
72—1,72
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\B(ex\ B(e2) + yf^E*2] = v^T(B(e2) + v^XE*2),

[B(e2) - yf^kE\\, B(e2) + V^B^l = 2sJ^kB(ex\

[B(e.) + \f^k E*., B(e2) + y/^% E*2] =0    for i = 3, 4, • • •, «,

[B(e.) - V-fe"E*., B(e2) + yj^E*2] = - 2¿E*.,

[B*., B(e2) + yf=kE*2] = B(e.) + Ve!B*

311

and

Thus

[£*., B(e2) + yf=kE*n] = 0    for 2 < i < /.

co(B(e7) + yfJE*)(u,D =

3« -3

We see that H = ß(e2)+ V- &E*2 *s volume invariant.   Again by Poincaré recur-

rence (O(Al), H) is recurrent on a dense set.  We note that ß(ej) is a special zero

vector field with respect to H.  Let a £ O(Al) such that cf>    (Orb„,. (a)) =

Orbx (<b    (a)) = UT(M).  Such a frame a exists since (UT(Ai), X) is ergodic and

therefore has a dense orbit.

Let {V*.|i = 1, • • •, <»\ be a countable base for O(Al) and let V,-   =

ó~  (ó    (V.)).   For each i, Orbu (V,- )   is //-invariant and therefore ß(e.)-invariant,
e \      e \     2 _ n      l ^^^^^^^^^^^ i *

by 3.15.   Pick a £ OrbH (V{ ) such that ^ (OrhB(e }(a))= UTM, then clearly

OrbH (Vi ) meets every fibre for each i.   That is OrbH (V,- ). Pi V. 4 0  for each i
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and /. By the Baire theorem, 0£j Orb^iV,. )4 0. Let v £ CV?ml OrbH (V{ ),

let W be an open set of UTA1 and let V¿ 01T<ftj ' (W). There exists t £ /fand

z £ Vf such that t> - Hf(x) or x = H_|<A Thus OrbH (v) O çi»jl(W) 4 0 and

<¿ei(5rbH (1/)) nW4 0.   Thus «p    (OrbH(t/)) = Í/TA1.

Since H is T+ with respect to ß(cj), OrbH (v) x OrbH(t;) Ç P(0(M), ß(ej))

and <¿>el(QrbH(tAx OrbH (v)) Ç P(UT(A1), X) Ç S(UTM, X).  Since

ç/>el(OrbH (v) x OrbH(i2)) is a dense set of Í/TAÍ. S(UT(M), X) = (/TÍA!) x UT(M)

and, by 3.18, (UTM, X) is weakly mixing.
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